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The 15th Japan-Korea Congress of Plastic and 

Reconstructive Surgery 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Aspects：  Munakata／Dazaifu Number of participants： 20 people or more (1 guide) 

Period： Wednesday, May 31, 2023  （Day trip） Meeting Place： Kokura Station (meet at 8:15) 
 

Date. 行程 食事 

2023 

5/31 

 (Wed.) 

  

                   chartered bus         【 Special Visit Program 】 

Kokura Station ═════════ Munakata-Taisha Shrine ════════  

8:30                    9:50     （120min.）     12:10        

         

 
 

（Stopover for those who wish） 

════  Genkai-Ryokan（Lunch）════ Fukuoka Airport（INT）════ 

12:20            13:20    14:40       

 
 

 

════ Dazaifu-Tenmangu Shrine ════ Fukuoka Airport（INT）════ 

15:30                         16:45      17:30                  

 

 

══════ Fukuoka Airport（DOM）═════  Hakata Station 

                             17:50                                            18:15 
 

 

Breakfast：－ 

  Lunch  ：○ 

  Dinner  ：－ 

 

＜Guide＞  A guide who can provide general sightseeing information in Japanese and Korean will accompany the tour. 

 

 

◆Trip fee: 22,000 yen / per person （For stopovers:20,000 yen）  

※Minimum number of people: 20 or more 

Included in the price of the trip: Munakata-Taisha Shrine Special Visit Program・Shinpokan Entrance Fee、 

Lunch, charter bus fee, toll road and parking fee, guide fee  

 

◆Lunch: Genkai Ryokan / Raw Squid Meal  

※Please note that the menu is subject to change depending on weather and availability. 

 

◆Precautions 

Munakata-Taisha Shrine: Casual clothing is not allowed (sandals, jerseys, shorts, etc.). 
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Special visit by priests of the World Heritage
Munakata-taisha Shrine

The "Island of Gods" Munakata/ Okinoshima and related heritage 

sites were registered as a World Cultural Heritage site in 2017. The 

more than 80,000 sacred treasures excavated on Okinoshima are 

considered national treasures and are known as the "Shosoin of the 

Sea. The mysteries of the vast number of protected national 

treasures will be revealed in a guided tour by priests.

★The National Treasure Museum, 

which holds 80,000 national treasures

★The Takamiya Ritual Site, 

where the original form of Japanese people's prayer remains.

▶Point

【 Sightseeing and Admission Plan 】

Exterior view of Munakata-Taisha Shrine

Ritual Hall (image）

Special exhibition of the ceremonial hall, which is closed to the public.



福岡県
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▶ Program flow and time schedule

Photo Library

▶ Other Information

・Duration: 120 min.

・Minimum of 20 participants

▶ Access
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・ Main shrine of Munakata-Taisha（official visit）<20 min> 

・ Ritual Hall < 15 min >

・Takamiya Ritual Site < 20 min >

・Second and Third Palace < 20 min >

・Museum of Sacred treasures <30 min >

・Free Time 

＜ Precautions ＞

・Please arrive at the reception desk 10 minutes prior to the official visit.

・Alcohol is not allowed at the shrine.

(*You will be asked to leave the shrine on the day of your visit).

・Those who are not able to sit on their feet during the formal visit to the shrine 

are not required to sit on their feet.

・No casual clothing is allowed (no sandals, jerseys, or shorts).

・Please bring warm clothing for the winter season.

・Please wear comfortable shoes as there are approximately 140 steps to climb 

during the walk to the shrine.

Exterior view of Munakata-Taisha Shrine

宗像大社 外観

The Takamiya Ritua Site

National Treasure (example)

Kyushu Highway

・20 minutes by car

from Wakamiya IC

・25 minutes by car

from Koga IC
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